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Abstract
The Taymanitic inscriptions, written in the c. mid-sixth century BCE, largely con-

sist of personal names. While personal names cannot inform us directly on the

language or ethnicity of their bearers, name-giving practices do reflect a choice

made by the person bestowing it on someone. This article will focus on the per-

sonal names of the inscriptions; what they can tell us about their linguistic and

cultural background, and how this might inform us on the cultural heritage of the

authors of the Taymanitic inscriptions.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Taymanitic1 is a script used to carve inscriptions on rock
in and around the ancient oasis of Tayma in north-western
Saudi Arabia (Macdonald, 2000: 33). The oasis was one of
the stopping points along the incense trade routes (Macdon-
ald, 1997: 334–336). While not all inscriptions can be
dated, several mention King Nabonidus of Babylon (nbnd
mlk bbl or mlk bbl) (Esk 169; Esk 177 and Esk 025 respec-
tively), which means that at least these inscriptions can be
dated to the mid-sixth century, during Nabonidus’ ten-year
sojourn in the oasis (Beaulieu, 1989: 150).

Most of the Taymanitic inscriptions are very short and
seem to be graffiti rather than official inscriptions (Mac-
donald, 2010: 11). The more elaborate inscriptions typically
contain an introductory particle l- or lm2 followed by the
name and short genealogy of the author, and a short verbal
or nominal phrase. Most of the inscriptions consist solely
of personal names, sometimes not even accompanied by an
introductory particle.

This article will focus on the personal names of the inscrip-
tions;3 what they can tell us about their linguistic and cultural
background and how this might inform us on the cultural
heritage of the authors of the Taymanitic inscriptions.

As Macdonald (1999) has convincingly argued, the name
of a person cannot be used reliably to inform us on the lan-
guage of its bearer. Names are often archaic and ‘travel’ from
language to language (1999: 255). Name giving, however,
does reflect a choice made by the parents of a child. In the
name-giving practices in the ancient Near East it can be
observed that the etymology of names was often transparent to
the person bestowing them. This is most clearly illustrated by
the giving of ‘harmonic names’ within a family: when family
members are given names which are ‘etymologically, morpho-
logically, or categorically/semantically related’, a practice
found in both Akkadian and Arabic sources (Dirbas, 2017:
212).4 In this way personal names can inform us on the cultural
affiliations of a person’s parents.
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1Note on the transcription conventions: [x] indicates a restored letter, {x}
indicates a damaged letter.
2The lm variant of the introductory particle is typical for the Taymanitic
inscriptions (Winnett, 1980: 135–136).

3A previous article dealt extensively with the language of the Taymanitic
inscriptions (Kootstra, 2016).
4Cf. for example: Abum-waqar son of Aḫum-waqar (Akkadian, IPNOBS
8) (Dirbas, 2017: 27); or even family members that bear names based on
the same root: ʿ�amir, ʿUmar, ʿ�amira, and ʿImr�an sons of Maḫz�um (Arabic,
CIK 1 22) (Dirbas, 2017: 64).
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1.1 | Linguistic background

In order to be able to place the attested personal names in
their linguistic context at the oasis, it is important to have
some understanding of the linguistic situation at Tayma. The
language of the Taymanitic inscriptions is clearly distinct
from other Ancient North Arabian (ANA) varieties, and it
seems to share several isoglosses with North West Semitic
(NWS) as opposed to Arabic (Kootstra, 2016: 105–106).

1.1.1 | Taymanitic

There are some typically Taymanitic innovations that set it
apart from the other ANA varieties: the merging of the
interdental fricative series with their sibilant counterparts
(Kootstra, 2016: 75–81) and the assimilation of l and n to
following consonants in unstressed position (2016: 83–84).
An important sound change it shares with NWS is that of
word-initial w- to y- (2016: 84). In addition to this, Tay-
manitic shares some lexical isoglosses with NWS: ntn ‘he
gave’ (JSTham 352; Philby 279 ap)—compare for example,
Hebrew n�atan ‘he gave’; ydʿ ‘he knew’ (Kim CIMG 0759)
—compare for example, Hebrew y�adaʿ ‘he knew’.5 Tay-
manitic seems to share some other features with NWS, but
due to limited evidence it is difficult to evaluate their pres-
ence in the language of the Taymanitic inscriptions with
any certainty (Kootstra, 2016: 105–106).6

1.1.2 | Aramaic

Besides the Taymanitic inscriptions there are also many
Aramaic inscriptions found at the oasis. It seems likely
that Nabonidus introduced the imperial Aramaic used in

the Babylonian, and later in the Achaemenid Persian
Empire, in Tayma as a new ‘language and script of pres-
tige’ (Macdonald, 2010: 11).7 While it is difficult to date
most of the Taymanitic inscriptions (apart from the three
that mention Nabonidus), the fact that we have no Tay-
manitic inscriptions which are clearly datable to the per-
iod after Nabonidus’ stay in Tayma has led to the
suggestion that the Taymanitic script may have died out
in favour of Aramaic as the written language at the oasis
(2010: 11).

1.1.3 | Thamudic

Finally, many Thamudic inscriptions have been found in
the desert surrounding Tayma. Thamudic is still an
umbrella term for inscriptions in a number of as yet undif-
ferentiated North Arabian scripts.8 While these inscriptions
are undated, they may have been contemporary to the Tay-
manitic material.

2 | THE NAMES

Many of the personal names found in the Taymanitic
inscriptions are either common Semitic or difficult to
interpret etymologically. This article will focus on those
names that either display significant linguistic features that
can inform us on their place of origin or ones that form a
significant sub-category within the Taymanitic onomasti-
con.

2.1 | Personal names with significant
morphological and phonological features

There are several names which contain marked phonolog-
ical or morphological features that merit discussion.

2.1.1 | ḏ > z

In the language of the Taymanitic inscriptions the inter-
dentals were lost and merged with their sibilant counter-
part (Kootstra, 2016: 75–81). As expected we find
several names in which *ḏ is represented by z. This sug-
gests that these names were taken from another language
which underwent the same merger (e.g. Hebrew), that
they represent local names, or that they were taken from
a language that still preserved the interdental /ḏ/, and z
was felt to be the closest available equivalent in Tay-
manitic.

5Reflexes of √NTN ‘to give’ and √*WDʿ ‘to know’ are also found in
Ge’ez and Akkadian, it seems that the loss of these meanings for these
lexical items sets the other ANA varieties, ASA, and Arabic apart from
the other Semitic languages.
6These are the possible reduplication of the third root consonant in the D-
stem of middle weak verbs and a construct plural ending -y. If ḥll ‘he
was a soldier’ (e.g. Esk 104; Esk 020; JSTham 403) should indeed be
interpreted as the D-stem of the root ḥyl (cf. CAr. ḥawl ‘strength’ and
Hebrew ḥayil ‘armed forces, strength’), it seems that Taymanitic formed
the D-stems of II-w/y roots by reduplicating the third consonant of the
root (Kootstra, 2016: 94–95) in a similar way, for example, to Hebrew
(Jo€uon & Muraoka, 2009: 198) or Ugaritic (Tropper, 2000: 575–576).
Finally there is one example of what seems to be a construct plural suffix -y:
bʿly tmʾ ‘residents of Tayma’ (Kim CIMG 0759). Since there is no evi-
dence for the use of matres lectionis in Taymanitic this probably reflects
a suffix /-ay/ similar to that found in Canaanite and Aramaic (which
became -�e in Hebrew and some forms of Aramaic); cf. Hebrew malk�e
‘kings of’(Gzella, 2011b: 440). There is only one example of a construct
plural in Taymanitic, however, making it difficult to draw any firm con-
clusions on it.

7Macdonald also suggests that, probably after the fall of the Achaemenid
Empire, a local variety of the Aramaic script developed in Tayma (2010:
11).
8For a full discussion of the term Thamudic see Macdonald, 2000: 43–44.
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Zʾb < *ḏʾb (e.g. WTay 5)
Yzkr < *yḏkr (HE 43)

There is one name which may represent a form what
underwent ḏ > d, similar to, for example, Aramaic.

grd < *grḏ9 (Esk 040)

This name, however, could also represent jar�ad ‘locust’
(from the root GRD), which is still used among Arabic
speaking nomads today (Dirbas, 2017: 274).10

2.1.2 | -at > -ah

In a similar way to the other varieties written in ANA
scripts,11 Taymanitic did not undergo the sound change -at
> -ah (Macdonald, 2008: 502–503). All the attested per-
sonal names in the Taymanitic inscriptions containing this
suffix still have the -t form.12 While this may not seem sur-
prising—after all, the names have the expected morpholog-
ical form—this uniformity sets the Taymanitic onomasticon
apart from other corpora. The Dadanitic corpus, for exam-
ple, which did not undergo the shift from -at > -ah either,
does contain personal names with both the archaic -at end-
ing and the -ah forms (cf. for example ḥmmh [e.g. U 123]
and ḥmmt [JaL 157ae]; s²nʾh [e.g. AH 081] and s²nʾt [Ph
395v]; zdh [e.g. JSLih 184] and zdt [JSLih 014] [OCI-
ANA]) (Table 1).13

In several languages -at eventually becomes -�a: *-at >
-ah > -�a.14 Since Taymanitic did not write final vowels the
corpus may contain several names with a final -�a ending
which are simply not identifiable.15

2.1.3 | s-causative

There is one name in an s-causative form: s1kfr (JSTham
518). Unfortunately, there are no examples of causative
verbs in the Taymanitic inscriptions, making it impossible
to know what the local form would have been, but it
clearly shows that this form cannot be a NWS or Arabic
name. It may be a non-Sabaic Ancient South Arabian
form.16

2.1.4 | -iwa > -iya

Taymanitic does not seem to have undergone the sound
change -iwa > -iya as Arabic did; we have an attestation
of the verb rḍw ‘may he please’ (Esk 013) with the etymo-
logical w and the triphthong preserved (Kootstra, 2016:
84). If the name ʿlyh (Esk 235) should be interpreted as
coming from the root *ʿlw it cannot be of Taymanitic ori-
gin and was probably from an Arabic linguistic source.
There is also an attestation of a name ʿlw (HE 32), with
the w preserved, underlining the multiple linguistic origins
of the personal names found in the Taymanitic inscriptions.
Alternatively, ʿlyh may represent ʿl + yhw ‘yhw is high’ or
‘yhw proved to be high’ which is attested in Hebrew (cf.
possibly ʿly [Zadok, 1988: 221]; ʿlywh [1988: 324]).17

TABLE 1 Some examples of -t names in Taymanitic

bhs2rkt HE 34; WTay 20

hḥḍryt HE 17; HE 40

hmṣryt WTay 37

ḥnkt TM.T.016

ṯʿlt Al-Mu�sayrifah Tay 3

9Cf. for example Classical Arabic (CAr.) juraḏ ‘rat’ (Lane: 408b), Ara-
maic grd ‘beaver’(CAL). Note that beavers do not occur in the Middle
East; in CAr., jurad is specified as a particularly large species of rat
(Lane: 408b), it probably signified something similar in Aramaic. I would
like to thank one of the reviewers of this paper for pointing out that the
animal Lane refers to is a jird, a relative of the gerbil. He noted that it is
‘probably Meriones tristrami Thomas 1892 or Meriones libycus Lichten-
stein 1823 both of which are native to the area around Tayma’. The
reviewer refers to Harrison & Bates, 1991: 293–99.
10I would like to thank Hekmat Dirbas for suggesting this etymology to
me.
11Safaitic, Dadanitic, Hismaic, and Thamudic B, C, and D are all consid-
ered Ancient North Arabian (Macdonald, 2000: 29). This category is pri-
marily based on script. Presently little is known about the linguistic
features of the different scripts currently labelled ‘Thamudic’ (2000: 32).
12Note that both men and women can bear names with a -t suffix so this
suffix does not indicate biological gender. It is only possible to tell the
gender of a person if they give their genealogy using bn ‘son of’ or bt
‘daughter of’, followed by the patronymic.
13It is interesting to note that although the language of the Dadanitic
inscriptions generally maintains -at in all positions, the personal names
with -h endings seem to be more frequent whenever there are pairs of -t
and -h forms available.

14For example Aramaic f.abs.s. ʾḥh /ʾaḥ�a/ ‘sister’ < *ʾḫt (Gzella, 2011a:
578). Cf. also Amorite personal names: um-mi-ba-a-la (F) 6229 Asp€at p.
312; a-ma-at-dba-a-la (F) 400B (Streck, 2000, 1: 312).
15There are two examples of a pair, one name with the -t suffix, and one
without: ḥnk (TM.T.040) and ḥnkt (TM.T.042; TM.T.016); ṯʿl (HE 32)
and ṯʿlt (Al-Mu�sayrifah Tay 3). Unfortunately, it is impossible to tell
whether the suffix-less form is just that, or whether it ended in a long
vowel (I would like to thank Marijn van Putten for inquiring about the
existence of such pairs).
16One of the most easily distinguishable features that sets Sabaic apart
from the other ASA languages (Minaic, Qatabanic, and Ḥadramitic) is the
formation of the pronouns and the causative verbs with an h while the
other varieties all have an s1 here (Stein, 2011: 1046).
17I would like to thank Hekmat Dirbas for pointing out this possible ety-
mology to me.
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2.2 | Ṣalm names

A subgroup of names which seems to be of local origin
contains the theophoric names with the element Ṣalm.18

Ṣalm was an important deity at the oasis (Dalley, 1986:
85–88), and is invoked in some of the standard formulae in
Taymanitic: in prayers mn s1mʿ l-ṣlm l twy ‘whoever obeys
Ṣalm will not perish’ (HE 41; WTay 2; HE 24; WTay 1.2;
HE 31); as the beneficiary in the performance of military
duties nṣr l-ṣlm ‘he kept watch on behalf of Ṣalm’ (e.g.
HE 17; HE 40; WTay 32); and in one dedicatory inscrip-
tion b-ṣlm ntnt ‘by Ṣalm I gave’ (JSTham 352).

2.2.1 | Ṣalm names in other corpora

Ṣalm names are found in other ANA corpora as well. ṣlm,
ṣlmy, and ʾṣlm are used as personal names in Safaitic. In Dada-
nitic ṣlm names are rare: ṣlmgd (JSLih 314) and ṣlmyḥb (JSLih
382) are attested. While JSLih 314 was found in the oasis of
Dadan, JSLih 382 was found close to Tayma (OCIANA).19

ṣlm is generally used as a noun in Dadanitic with the meaning
‘statue’ (e.g. qrb / h- ṣlm // l- ḏ _gbt ‘he dedicated the statue to
ḏ _gbt’ [JSLih 041]20). In Sabaic ʾṣlm is attested twice as the
second name of a person with two names (CIH 550; RES
466421). This distribution of names seems to indicate that
theophoric compound names containing the element Ṣalm are
specific to Tayma and its surroundings, which matches Ṣalm’s
status as an important local deity (Table 2).

Besides seeming culturally local, the Ṣalm names also
seem to be consistent with Taymanitic phonology. One of the
particular conditioned sound changes in Taymanitic is the
assimilation of /l/ and /n/ to a directly following consonant in
unstressed position. Compare the following examples:

WTay 9.2 M-s1mw

‘from s1mw’

WTay 2; WTay 1.2; He 31 Mn s1mʿ l-ṣlm

‘Whoever listens to Ṣalm’

Note that, if the interpretation of WTay 9.2 in the first
example is correct, m- (*mn) is a preposition that never

occurs without an object, which may have led to it being
treated as a proclitic element, similar to the prepositions
b- and l-; while mn, in the second example, is the subject
of the sentence (Kootstra, 2016: 83).

Names containing a Ṣalm element seem to follow the
same pattern of assimilation regarding the /l/. Whenever the
Ṣalm element is in construct with the following noun in a
compound name, and therefore in unstressed position, the /l/
is elided, while it is maintained whenever Ṣalm occurs as the
second element of a compound name or when it is used by
itself (2016: 84). Compare for example, the names lṣlm
(WTay 30; WTay 34.2) and ʿlṣlm (HE unpublished 2) with
ṣmkfr (WTay 26), ṣmflṭ (TA 00515), and ṣmnʿm (Esk 174).22

The name Ṣlmʾb seems to be an exception to this rule. If
we look more carefully at the names, however, the syntax of
this name seems to be different from the other names with
Ṣalm as their first element. While in ṣlmʾb the second ele-
ment is clearly a noun, constructing the nominal phrase
‘Ṣalm is (the) father’ (see Table 2), the other Ṣalm names
seem to be verbal phrases. This difference in syntax may
have been accompanied by a different stress pattern. This
only leaves the name ṣlmkfr (Abu Duruk ANA 1) to be
explained. Since there is also an attestation of the assimilated
form ṣmkfr (WTay 026) it is unclear what caused the differ-
ence exactly. If the interpretation of the difference between
ṣlmʾb and the other names is correct, we may assume that the
second element kfr in the name with the unassimilated form
represents a noun rather than a verb in this name as well,
although this is of course a rather ad hoc explanation.

Another phonological feature that stands out in this sub-
group of names is that in none of these names is the final

TABLE 2 The occurrences of Ṣalm names in Taymanitic

lṣlm (WTay 30; WTay 34.2) ṣmnʿm (Esk 174)

ʿlṣlm (HE unpublished 2) ṣmntn (Esk 4; JSTham 421;
Al-Ḫab�u al-�Sarq�ı Tay 1;
Al-Muq�ayil.A Tay 3)

ṣlm (WTay 25.2) ṣmrʾ (JSTham 504)

ṣlmʾb (al-Anṣ�ary 1423/2002: 65) ṣmrfʾ (JSTham 376; WTay 14)

ṣlmkfr (Abu Duruk ANA 1) ṣmrk (Esk 138)

ṣmkfr (WTay 26) ṣms2kr (JSTham 520)

ṣmdʿ (JSTham 517+512;
JSTham 519; TM.T.015)

ṣms3mk (TM.T.001B)

ṣmflṭ (TA 00515) ṣmtr (TM.T.024)

ṣmʾg (Esk 14) ṣmys3ʿ (TM.T.028)*

ṣmḥnm (TA 9913) ṣmʿzr (TM.T.003)

ṣmmlḥ (JSTham 455)

*Transcribed as ṣmyṯʿ there.

18While Ṣalm names are also quite common in the Assyrian onomasticon,
they do not seem to overlap with the Taymanitic ones. While the Tay-
manitic Ṣalm names form mostly verbal phrases expressing the power or
goodness of the deity (e.g. ṣmrʾ ‘Ṣalm saw’; ṣmntn ‘Ṣalm gave’; ṣmrfʾ
‘Ṣalm restores’), the Assyrian ones often refer to ṣalam-�sarri ‘the royal
image’ or focus on kinship and closeness (ṣalam-aẖẖ�e ‘image of the broth-
ers’; ṣalmuḫtu/ṣalm-aḫḫ�uti ‘image of the brotherhood’; Ṣalmu-imm�ı ‘Ṣalm
is with me’) (Baker, 2002: 1163–1168).
19OCIANA 31-1-2017.
20OCIANA 31-1-2017.
21DASI 31-1-2017. 22There are no clear examples of l-assimilation outside Ṣalm names.
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triphthong of the 3-weak verbs represented (see ṣmdʿ
(√DʿW); and ṣmrʾ (√RʾY)), which sets the language of
these names apart from both Safaitic and Dadanitic (Jallad,
2015: 121; Sima, 1999: 93–94)23 and might place it closer
to NWS varieties that did collapse the final triphthongs in
III-weak verbs (Gzella, 2011b: 444).24

At present, it is unclear how III-weak verbs were
formed in Taymanitic. There is one attestation of a III-w
verb rḍw ‘may he be pleased’, but this intransitive verb prob-
ably had a final triphthong -iwa (cf. CAr. raḍiya √*RḌW). It
is not unlikely that triphthongs with two different short vow-
els were maintained while the ones with a short /a/ on both
sides of the glide collapsed. Compare for example CAr.
laqiya (√LQY) and ban�a (*banaya, √BNY).

This feature sets this group of names apart from other
III-weak names in which the final triphthong is preserved.
The clearest example of this is the name ʾbʾtw (WTay 19)
which follows the same structure as most of the Ṣalm
names: theophoric element + verb. Since the vocalisation
of the names is unsure in the Taymanitic consonantal
orthography, the following examples are less secure.

ʾtw (JSTham 555) ns2w (e.g. HE 17)

s2ty (JSTham 460) ḥyw (JSTham 521)

Finally, it seems worthwhile to point out that one of the
most frequently occurring Ṣalm names contains the verb ntn ‘to
give’. This verb is also attested once in a Taymanitic inscrip-
tion. The absence of the usage of √NTN as a verb ‘to give’
seems to set the other ANA varieties, Ancient South Arabian
(ASA), and Arabic apart from the other Semitic languages.

JSTham 352 b Ṣlm ntnt

‘by Ṣalm I gave’

The root NTN is attested, however, as an element in per-
sonal names in several of these languages. There is one attes-
tation of a personal name ntnm (Haram 15) in early Sabaic
from the ancient site of Haram, in the Wadi al-Jawf area in
Yemen (DASI25), but none in other ASA corpora (DASI26).
There are thirty-seven attestations of the personal name ntn
in Safaitic (e.g. C 1246; C 1555; KRS 2383), seven in Dada-
nitic and three compound names with ntn as an element in

Dadanitic (ntnbʿl [JSLih 081]; bʿlntn [JaL 073 a] and ntndd
[JSLih 186]27). This distribution seems to mark names con-
taining the root NTN as part of the naming practices of the
north of the Arabian Peninsula and the Levant.28

This makes the name ʿmntn (JSLih 527) stand out in
particular, in which the ‘northern’ element ntn is combined
with the deity ʿAmm. ʿAmm is the main deity in the Qata-
banic inscriptions, but ʿm could also refer to a theophoric
ancestor. Nat�un as a single word name is found in Amorite
(Streck, 2000, 1: 330). While names with a theophoric
element ʿAmm are attested in Amorite as well (2000, 1:
269),29 they do not seem to occur in combination with a
verb of the root NTN.

2.3 | ʾ�Elistic names

There seem to be two subgroups of ʾ�El-based theophoric
names in the Taymanitic corpus—one in which the glottal
stop is preserved and one in which it is lost (Kootstra,
2016: 82), signalling that they originated in languages with
a different phonology (see Table 3).

As illustrated by the following examples, Taymanitic
preserved the glottal stop in all positions (2016: 82).

TA 02669.1 + 02669.2 {—}ḥmd / ʾẖr ʾẖ // rt

‘glory until the end of posterity’30

Esk 31 ʾs1 b dmg / l ʾṣ{r/n} / h-ḍ{b}ʾ
/ {h/ḥ}{r}{ʿ}{y}

‘ʾs1 son of Dmg to/for ʾṣr, the soldier,
the chief’31

WAMT 59 s1qʿ / s1ʾl ṣl // m f {w}ʿl b mkʾl

‘S1qʿ asked Ṣalm and Wʿl son of
Mkʾl (too)’32

This shows that the ʾ�Elistic names in which the glottal
stop is lost must have been coined in languages other than
Taymanitic. Understanding which language these personal
names were taken from and knowing the phonology of this

23Although it has been suggested that the -y and -w represent matres lec-
tionis /�e/ and /�o/ respectively in Dadanitic (Drewes, 1985: 170–172), the
third weak radicals do remain clearly orthographically represented also
before pronominal suffixes, e.g. rḍy-h ‘may he please him’ (e.g. U 116),
and word internally, e.g. bnyw ‘they built’ (e.g. U 008).
24I would like to thank Ahmad Al-Jallad for bringing this striking feature
of the Ṣalm names to my attention.
2531-1-2017.
2631-1-2017.

27OCIANA 31-1-2017.
28Note the name ʿmntn (JSLih 527). While the deity ʿm features in NWS
personal names as well (e.g. Hess, 1993: 234), he seems to have been the
main deity of Qataban. I would like to thank Ahmad Al-Jallad for pointing
out to me the significance of this deity in Qataban.
29E.g. ḫa-mu-l[a]-ri-im (ʿAmmul[a]r�ım) ‘Der Vatersbruder m€oge sich erha-
ben zeigen’ (Streck, 2000, 1: 269), in which ʿAmm probably refers to a
theophoric family relation (2000, 1: 158) or a theophoric ancestor.
30See Kootstra, 2016: 109 for a discussion of the translation of this phrase.
31See Kootstra, 2016: 110 for a discussion of the translation of this
inscription.
32This translation was first suggested by Michael Macdonald (personal
communication, 2013).
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language could help us to understand the realisation of sev-
eral problematic phonemes in Taymanitic (especially the
plain sibilants) (Kootstra, 2016: 82–83). Unfortunately,
based on the current corpus it is impossible to tell which lan-
guage they were taken from.33

2.3.1 | Mkʾl

One name that stands out among the ʾ�Elistic names is
mkʾl (Table 3), which occurs four times in the corpus
(HE 36; WAMT 59; WTay 35; WTay 36). If this name
represents the name m�ıkaʾ�el it is a well-known name in
NWS languages (Noth, 2010: 249; Zadok, 1988: 58) but
there are no attestations of it in other ANA corpora
(OCIANA) or in ASA inscriptions (DASI). The name
could also represent makkʾ�el (with an assimilated form
of *malk ‘king’). Note that this would be another exam-
ple of the assimilation that happens in the Ṣalm com-
pound names.

2.4 | Family names

There are only few family names mentioned in the Tay-
manitic inscriptions. They are preceded by the noun ʾl
‘family’ and form a genitive construction with the preced-
ing personal names.34 Of the almost 400 Taymanitic
inscriptions only ten contain family names. Below, a dis-
cussion will follow of several of the family names that
stand out or can tell us something about their origin.

2.4.1 | Trḍlt

This is the only attested name in Taymanitic with the deity
L�at as a theophoric element so far. The name is a com-
pound made up of the feminine prefix conjugation tarḍ�ı l�at
‘may L�at be pleased’, from the root *RḌW. L�at is often
invoked in Safaitic inscriptions (e.g. LP 685; C 1936) and
seems to be connected to the Arabian cultural realm. Safai-
tic theophoric names most commonly contain the theopho-
ric elements lt, lh, and ʾl (Al-Jallad, 2015: 58). Compared
to theophoric names containing ʾl, names with lt are rare.
Compared to other theophoric elements, however, names
with lt are relatively frequent (based on the Safaitic per-
sonal names in OCIANA).

2.4.2 | Glk

This family name stands out due to its form. Since g and k
are homorganic consonants they are unlikely to appear
together in position I and III of a Semitic root (Greenberg,
1950: 162). This suggests that this name may have come
from a different linguistic family altogether.

TABLE 3 Occurrences of ʾ�elistic names in Taymanitic

ʿbrʾl (JSTham 433) bʾrl (Esk 13; HE 31; JSTham 478)

ʿlʾl (e.g. JSTham 378;
TM.T.011; WTay 17;
WTay 19)

dḥml (Facey unpublished 864)

ʿzrʾl (e.g. Esk 181; JSLih
381; JSTham 372; 514)

_gdnl (Esk 17.1)

bmkʾl (HE 22) hbl (JSTham 556)

_gṯnʾl (HE 22) hkdl (JSTham 505; WTay 35)

_gwrl (JSTham 432) {k}frl (TM.T.020)

hbʾl (WTay 2) nʿml (Esk 272)

kfrʾl (e.g. Esk 001; HU
672; JSTham 503;
TM.T.021)

nṣbl (JSTham 441)

mkʾl (HE 36; WAMT 59;
WTay 35; WTay 36)

rḍtl (Esk 290)

rbʾl (WTay 24) rḥml (JSTham 513)

wddʾl (JSTham 560) rbbl (TM.T.021)*

ybhrʾl (Seal in Staatliche
M€unzsammlung)

s1mrl (Esk 290)

ydʿʾl (Esk 237;
JSTham 555)

ṣlẖl (Al-Muq�ayil.A Tay 6)

yʾrnl (Esk 14)

yʾrs2l (Esk 68+69; JSTham 431;
530; 542)

yʾws1l (Esk 178; JSTham 554;
JSTham 567)

yʾzrl (JSTham 568)

yʿzrl (HE 41; WTay 12; WTay 13)

ykfrl (JSTham 495; TM.T.016)

yrfʾl (JSTham 485; JSTham 537)†

ys1mʿl (Esk 183)

yws1l (Esk 289; JSTham 443;
JSTham 575; Seal in Cabinet des
M�edailles BnF no inv 1406 (M 5093
entr�e en 1902)

*Note that this name is very damaged and the reading should not be taken as
more than a suggestion.
†Compare this name to yrfʾ (JSTham 531) and ṣmrfʾ (JSTham 376) from the
root RFʾ ‘to mend, repair’ (Lane: 1117, bc).

33For a more elaborate discussion of the problems surrounding the identifi-
cation of the source language of these names see Kootstra 2016: 82–83.

34In Safaitic, lineage is indicated by the phrase ḏ ʾl (Al-Jallad, 2015: 57),
as in ANA varieties, which use a relative + �al; the same construction is
also found in Haramic (North Sabaic) (A. al-Jallad, personal communica-
tion, December 2016). In Dadanitic the relative ḏ is used, directly fol-
lowed by the family name to indicate lineage affiliation (e.g. U 008; JSLih
306).
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2.4.3 | Hʾgʾ

The name hʾgʾ can probably be linked to a mountain range
close to modern-day Ḥ�aʾil, a city about 400 km east of Tayma.
While the name ʾgʾ does not look Semitic, it is attested in
Safaitic as a toponym.35 It is mentioned in the book of idols
(Faris, 1952: 51) as the name of a mountain where the Ṭayyiʾ
worshipped an idol called Fals. As mentioned before, it is also
attested as a toponym in several Safaitic inscriptions that were
collected and studied by Chiara Della Puppa from the Ǧabal
Qurma region.36 These inscriptions contain the phrase rʿy h-
ʾgʾ ‘he pastured at ʾgʾ’, which Al-Jallad and Macdonald pro-
pose to be the same mountain in northern Arabia. This moun-
tain, or ‘the two mountains of Ṭayyiʾ’ (ǧabal�a ṭayyiʾ), are
usually identified with Ǧib�al ʾAgaʾ, some 10 km west of Ḥ�aʾil
and Ǧib�al Salm�a, about 60 km south-east of Ḥ�aʾil (Al-Jallad
& Macdonald, 2015: 153).

2.5 | Combinations of names inside lineages

Earlier in this paper the relation between personal names and
cultural affiliations was mentioned. This section will consider
the continuity of these affiliations across generations.37 If they
are closely connected to ethnic background, the types of
names people choose for their children should be relatively
stable across generations. Variation across generations of
names from the different subgroups outlined above would
seem to point to a more flexible cultural identity.38 This
could be due to a changing political climate39 or to intense
cultural contact with other cultures, possibly through inter-
marriage.40

While some inscriptions seem to display some homo-
geny in the names used, these examples seem to be

infrequent and do not always occur within the same geneal-
ogy. There are only two possible examples:

Esk 290 s1mrl {w} r{ḍ}tl Both ʾ�elistic names with a
dropped glottal stop, but
the names are given in
conjunction to each other
not as part of the same
genealogy

JSTham
517+512

lm ṣmdʿ / b
ṣmnʿm / b s3rbn

Two Ṣalm-based
theophoric names in the
same genealogy

In his dissertation on the use of animal names in Akkadian,
NWS, and Arabic Hekmat Dirbas mentions the reuse of the
same root across generations as an example of how people
seem to be aware of the meaning of names and how they can
use this knowledge in a purposeful way (Dirbas, 2017: 64).
There is one such example in Taymanitic, which may be a
coincidence rather than a conscious choice, given that it does
not seem to have been common practice in Tayma.

Abu Duruk
ANA 1

l ṣlmkfr / {b} {.}{.}
// ʿ{h}b b kfrʾ{l} b k{h}

Note also that the
inscription is damaged,
further complicating any
certain interpretation

There are only slightly more examples of names from
clearly different subgroups co-occurring.

Esk 14 yʾrnl {b} ṣm{ʾ}{g} A clearly borrowed
ʾ�el-based name,
with loss of glottal stop
with what seems to be a
Ṣalm name as
patronymic

Most of these examples consist of different forms of ʾ�elistic
names co-occurring (the ones with and without glottal stop).

JSTham 542 yʾrs2l / b ʾlʿl

TM.T.021 kfrʾl b r{b]{b}{l}— The second name is quite
damaged and the reading
can be taken merely as a
suggestion

WTay 35 hkdl b mkʾl

3 | CONCLUSIONS

While personal names are not always etymologically the
same as the spoken language of their bearers (Macdonald,
1999: 255), they can tell us something about the cultural
affiliations within society. Whether these are ethnic or

35Ahmad Al-Jallad and Michael Macdonald (2015) give an overview of
the attestations of this toponym in epigraphic and medieval Islamic
sources.
36An edition of these inscriptions will appear in Della Puppa’s Leiden
University PhD dissertation, which is in preparation.
37I would like to thank Maarten Kossmann for pointing me in the direc-
tion of this line of inquiry.
38Since none of the inscriptions can be dated very precisely, it is difficult
to compare naming practices within generations: we cannot know whether
the father mentioned in one inscription belongs to the same generation as
a father mentioned in another. As expected then, there does not seem to
be a correlation between the usage of specific names and their position in
the genealogies given: e.g. Ṣalm names occur both as author’s name and
as patronymic (compare Abu Duruk ANA 1 and Esk 014), and so do ʾ�elis-
tic names with and without glottal stop (cf. Abu Duruk ANA 1 with Esk
290 and Esk 014 with Esk 215).
39Note in this respect, for example, the ten-year sojourn of king Naboni-
dus at the oasis (Beaulieu, 1989; Winnett & Reed, 1970: 90–91).
40Note the so-called Hierodulenlisten which mention intermarriages
between Minaic men and women from Dadan (Far�es-Drappeau, 2005: 51
with n. 121).
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political remains difficult to establish within a relatively
small corpus such as Taymanitic.

The names attested at the Tayma oasis and the linguistic
consistency in some subgroups suggest, however, that the
names used in Tayma were drawn from different linguistic
varieties, which is not surprising in an oasis town which
would draw people from different places.

We find names that seem markedly local, based on both
religious and linguistic features, in particular the Ṣalm-
based theophoric names. Other names that seem worth
pointing out in this respect are the names that underwent
the same ḏ > z shift as the Taymanitic language, which
suggest that they were either, 1) calqued locally; 2) origi-
nated in languages which preserved the interdental; or 3)
from languages that underwent the same sound change. At
the same time, it rules out an origin in a language that
merged ḏ and d like Aramaic. There may be one attestation
of a name that represents ḏ > d. Also striking are the
names with the suffix -t which consistently remains -t in
the entire onomasticon, similar to the language of the Tay-
manitic inscriptions, while other corpora attest to a mix of
-t and -h forms even when the language of the inscriptions
has not undergone the -at > -ah shift.

Other names seem markedly foreign. Compare for exam-
ple the III-weak names in which the final triphthong is ortho-
graphically represented with the Ṣalm names in which they
are consistently absent. Another category of names that has
to have originated in language(s) other than Taymanitic are
the ʾ�El-based theophoric names that lost their glottal stop,
contrary to the language of the Taymanitic inscriptions.

The few family names that are mentioned in Taymanitic
seem foreign too. While the L�at-based name trḍlt can be
tied to the Arabian cultural realm, the names glk and hʾgʾ
seem to be impossible Semitic forms. The name hʾgʾ, how-
ever, may point to a family origin not very far from
Tayma, by the ʾAgaʾ Mountain close to Ḥ�aʾil.

When we look at the usage of names across generations
it seems that names that can clearly be categorised into dif-
ferent cultural or linguistic groups could easily co-occur
within the same family. Since most genealogies do not go
further back than the name of the father and not all names
belong to recognisable sub-groups, this can be no more
than an observation at present. If the clear examples that
we do find accurately reflect the name-giving practice
within Tayma, this may suggest that the oasis was a lin-
guistically and culturally complex society, which was, at
least in its naming practices, open to outside influences.
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Abu Duruk Inscriptions published in Abu Duruk, 1986.

AH Dadanitic inscriptions in Ab�u al-Ḥasan, 1997.

Al-Anṣ�ary Taymanitic inscriptions in Al-Anṣ�ary & Ab�u al-
Ḥasan, 1423/2002.

DASI Digital Archive for the Study of pre-Islamic
Arabian Inscriptions, http://dasi.humnet.unipi.it.

C Corpus inscriptionum semiticarum. Pars quinta:
Inscriptiones saracenicas continens. Paris:
Imprimerie Nationale, 1950–1951.

CAL Comprehensive Aramaic Lexicon,
http://cal.huc.edu/.

CIH Corpus inscriptionem semiticarum. Pars quarta:
Inscriptiones ḥimyariticas et sabæas continens,
vols. I–III. Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1889–
1932.

Esk Eskoubi, 1999.

Facey Inscriptions discovered in and around Tayma
before 1985 and photographed by William Facey
during the construction of the Tayma Museum.

Al-Ḫab�u
al-�Sarq�ı Tay

Taymanitic insciptions from the Tayma Survey
found at Al-Ḫab�u al-Sharq�ı available on
OCIANA

Haram Inscriptions published in Robin, 1992.

HE Inscriptions published in Parr, Harding, & Dayton,
1970.

JaL Dadanitic (formerly Liḥyanite) inscriptions
published by Jamme, 1974.

JSLih Dadanitic (formerly Liḥyanite) inscriptions in
Jaussen & Savignac, 1909–1922.

JSTham Thamudic inscriptions in Jaussen & Savignac,
1909–1922.

Kim CIMG Photographs taken in and around Taym�aʾ by Dr
Kim. The photos were subsequently sent to
M.C.A. Macdonald.

Lane Lane, 1863–1893.

LP Inscriptions published in Littmann, 1943.

Al-Muq�ayil.A
Tay

Taymanitic inscriptions from the Tayma Survey
found at al-Muq�ayil available on OCIANA

Al-Mu�sayrifah
Tay

Taymanitic inscriptions from the Tayma Survey
found at al-Mushayrifah available on OCIANA

(Continues)
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OCIANA Online Corpus of Inscriptions of Ancient North
Arabia, http://krcfm.orient.ox.ac.uk/fmi/webd#oc
iana.

Ph Dadanitic (called Liḥyanite) inscriptions published
in Van den Branden, 1960.

Philby Inscriptions published by Van den Branden, 1956.

RES R�epertoire d’�Epigraphie S�emitique. Paris:
Imprimerie nationale, 1900–1968.

TA The registration numbers of the inscriptions
discovered during the Saudi-German excavations
at Tayma (Macdonald, forthcoming).

TM.T. + The number of the inscription in the catalogue of
inscriptions in the Tayma Museum (Macdonald
& Al-Najem, forthcoming).

U Inscriptions from al-Uḏayb in Sima, 1999.

WAMT Taymanitic, Hismaic, and ‘Thamudic’ inscriptions
in Winnett, 1971.

WTay Taymanitic inscriptions in Winnett & Reed, 1970.
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